Here's what's happening... the only stereo compacts with component circuitry, component features and component sound!

1. Radically new Field Effect Transistors let you hear more stations more clearly.
2. Professional automatic turntable with magnetic cartridge just as used in expensive component systems.
3. Exclusive automatic variable bandwidth gives amazing clarity to AM broadcasts.
4. All silicon circuitry for rugged trouble-free performance.
5. Tape recorder and tape cartridge player connections expand your range of musical enjoyment.
6. Electric guitar and microphone inputs and mixer provide you with a stereo showcase for your own talents.
7. Complete component controls, including dual Bass and Treble, let you tune the music to your taste and room requirements.
8. Provision for extra speakers lets you bring great Scott sound to other rooms.
9. Stereo headphone output enables you to listen in privacy, without disturbing others.

$339.95 (Model 2502, illustrated. Other models start at $249.95) Optional transparent dustcover, $22.95
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